Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) in peripheral blood of cancer patients are reliable biomarkers for metastatic detection and treatment monitoring. The challenge is to capture them with a high efficiency and high purity, despite their extreme rarity and high phenotype heterogeneity^[@CR1],[@CR2],[@CR3],[@CR4],[@CR5],[@CR6],[@CR7],[@CR8],[@CR9],[@CR10]^. Currently, two approaches are in competition, depending on whether or not the capture is affinity-based. The affinity-based capture relies on immunochemical interaction between magnetic beads^[@CR11],[@CR12],[@CR13],[@CR14],[@CR15],[@CR16]^ or patterned structures^[@CR17],[@CR18],[@CR19],[@CR20]^ and tumor cells that express special surface markers such as EpCAM, an epithelial cell adhesion molecule over expressed by majority of tumor cells. These methods are efficient for capturing CTCs of epithelial phenotypes but not applicable to those with down-regulated or lost epithelial markers. Indeed, it is known that tumor cells of epithelial origin may undergo epithelial to mesenchymal transition^[@CR21],[@CR22]^. In contrast, the non-affinity methods, including centrifuging deflection^[@CR23],[@CR24],[@CR25],[@CR26],[@CR27]^, dielectrophoretic separation^[@CR28],[@CR29],[@CR30]^ and size-based filtration^[@CR12],[@CR31],[@CR32],[@CR33],[@CR34],[@CR35],[@CR36],[@CR37],[@CR38],[@CR39],[@CR40],[@CR41],[@CR42],[@CR43],[@CR44]^, are able to isolate both epithelial and mesenchymal phenotypes, which are more appropriate for analyses of tumor heterogeneity, tumor drug resistance, etc. However, these approaches are technologically biased and it is often difficult to reach a trade-off between capture efficiency, purity and cell viability which are all important criteria for both fundamental and clinical studies. For example, the size-based filtration has been developed for more than several decades but the most of reported results were obtained by using track-etched polycarbonate filters^[@CR12],[@CR31],[@CR32],[@CR33],[@CR34],[@CR35]^. The main problem of this approach is contamination: the track-etched cylindrical holes of the filter have generally high retention ratio of non-tumor cells if the size of the holes is sufficiently small to reach high tumor cell capture efficiency. Furthermore, the randomly distributed holes are prone to significant coalescence of two or more holes allowing tumor cells to escape from the filter. More recent studies have shown that a variety of microfabrication techniques could be used to manufacture filters of different hole-types and densities^[@CR36],[@CR37],[@CR38],[@CR39],[@CR40],[@CR41],[@CR42],[@CR43],[@CR44],[@CR45]^, but none of them were able to meet the critical requirements for both clinical application and fundamental studies.

Ideally, the size-based filtration of CTCs has to be efficient for non-tumor cell clearance with high flow-rate but low transfilter pressure, which implies the use of two-dimensional filters with high density and conical shaped holes. In addition, the filters should be mechanically and thermally stable, optically transparent and biologically compatible for downstream genotype and phenotype analyses. In this work, such filters were produced by micro-aspiration assisted molding of UV curable polyethylene glycol diacrylate (PEGDA). To prevent clogging and reserve a high integration potential, the fabricated filters were inserted into microfluidic devices with cross-flow injectors. We show both experimentally and theoretically the advantages of such a platform for high efficiency and high purity capture of CTCs.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Cancer cell capture {#Sec3}
-------------------

We fabricated conical microhole filters which could be easily integrated into a two-level microfluidic device ([Fig. 1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Both filter and microfluidic device were made of biocompatible materials (PEGDA and polydimethylsiloxane or PDMS, respectively) with rather standard fabrication processes ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). PDMS is now widely used for fast prototyping of microfluidic devices whereas PEGDA can be easily functionalized to tune the protein or cell adhesion properties of the filter surfaces. The sample was loaded into the microfluidic device from the inlet of the top chamber (inlet 1) and collected from the outlet of the bottom chamber (outlet 2), passing through the microfilter sandwiched between the two structured PDMS layers ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Figure 1Microfluidic device with integrated conical-hole filter for capture of circulating tumor cells.(a) Schematic of the experimental setup and CTC filtering. A filter made of PEGDA with conical holes is sandwiched between two patterned PDMS layers and the sample was loaded from inlet 1 and collected from outlet 2, passing through the filter with a syringe pump for constant pulling speed. (b) Photograph of a microfluidic device operating with a test blood sample. (c) Photograph of a 9 mm diameter filter aside a 1 cent euro coin. (d) SEM image of a conical holes array. Scale bar: (d) 40 µm.

We fabricated 30 µm thick PEGDA filter with 30 µm pitch conical holes at constant angle of 13° ([Supplementary Fig. S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For comparison, filters with conical holes of three different entrance diameters (5.5, 6.5 and 8.0 µm) were produced over an area of disk of two different diameters (6 and 9 mm). For demonstration, HT-29 cancer cells were spiked in a diluted blood sample of a healthy person at concentration of 10^3^ cells/ml and the filtration experiments were performed with a filter of 6.5 µm conical holes at a constant flow rate, controlled with a syringe pump at a constant pulling speed (0.2 ml/min). As results, we recovered the most of the spiked HT-29 cells on the filter with a limited number of normal blood cells ([Fig. 2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and fluorescence images were recorded after immunostaining (green for cytokeratin or CK positive, red for CD45 positive, blue for nuclei). Since CK is a common tumor marker, by counting the total number of cells injected into the device and the number of CK positive cells on the filter, we obtained a capture efficiency of \~95% (see [Supplementary Information](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for the definition of capture efficiency). More systematically, the capture efficiency could be evaluated with cancer cells spiked in PBS solutions at different concentration (see below), which lead to comparable values. In order to assess the capture purity, we defined clearance efficiency for white blood cells (WBCs) of the filter (see [Supplementary Information](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Since CD45 is a common marker of WBCs, by counting the number of CD45 positive cells on the filter and the total number of through holes of the filter, we obtained a WBC clearance efficiency of 96%. This has also been confirmed by counting CD45 positive cells on the filer with blood samples of cancer patients and healthy donors (see below).Figure 2HT-29 cells and WBCs on the surface of a filter.(a--c) Fluorescence images of HT-29 cells and WBCs stained with anti-CK-AlexaFluor 488 (green) and anti-CD45-PE (red), respectively. Nuclei were stained in blue with DAPI. Here HT-29 cells were spiked in a blood sample and the filtration was done with a filter of 6.5 µm hole diameter. (d) Merged image of (a), (b) and (c). Scale bar: (a--d) 30 µm.

Validation with clinical samples {#Sec4}
--------------------------------

Blood samples donated by 15 cancer patients with metastasis and 6 healthy donors were used to test the potential clinical relevance of the device. The volume of each blood sample was 2 ml. Without red blood cells lysing, we diluted all samples in PBS at a volume ratio of 1:2 before filtration. The filtration experiments were performed with a filter of 6.5 µm conical holes at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min. After filtration and immunostaining, fluorescence images of the cells captured on the filters were recorded (green for CK positive, red for CD45 positive, blue for nuclei of all cells). [Figure 3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows one example of the fluorescence images obtained with the blood sample of a lung cancer patient. Again, both CK positive and CD45 positive cells were captured, validating the feasibility of CTC capture by using our device. Here, the most of observed CD45 positive cells are in the hole, which may be slightly deformed. These fluorescence images show a clear correlation between DAPI and CK positive/CD45 negative or CD45 positive/CK negative, which allowed us to attribute the CK positive and CD45 negative cells to CTCs. Statistically, CTCs could be detected in the blood samples of a large portion of cancer patients but not in that of healthy donors ([Table 1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Among 15 blood samples of the cancer patients, only 5 did not show up the CTC signature, which may be due to the limited volume of our blood samples. As expected, the identification of captured CTCs in our device was much facilitated because only a few hundreds WBCs were found on the surface of the filter ([Fig. S4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In addition to the cancer cells and WBCs, some undefined CK and CD45 negative cells may also show up, but their presence did not affect the detection of CTCs. More systematic analyses will be conducted for a more detailed clinical validation of the device.Table 1Validation of the method with clinical samples. CTC enumeration after filtration with 2 ml blood samples diluted in PBS at a volume ratio of 1:2Blood sampleCTC number**Healthy donors**1\#02\#03\#04\#05\#06\#0**Lung cancer**7\#28\#19\#410\#011\#212\#613\#214\#0**Nasopharynx cancer**15\#116\#0**Mediastinal tumor**17\#118\#2**Cardia cancer**19\#1**Cervical cancer**20\#0**Breast cancer**21\#0Figure 3CTCs of a cancer patient.(a) Fluorescence of nuclei staining with DAPI (blue). (c, b) Fluorescence of a CTC after staining with anti-CK-AlexaFluor 488 (green) and anti-CD45-PE (red), respectively. (d) Merge image of (a--c). Scale bar: 40 µm.

Flow rate and cell density dependencies {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

The flow rate dependency of the cell capture efficiency was studied by using HT-29 cells spiked into PBS at 100 cells/ml concentration. In the range of flow rate under consideration (0.2--2.0 ml/min with filters of 6.5 µm holes diameter and 6 mm diameter filter area), we observed increased capture efficiency when decreasing the flow rate ([Fig. 4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). A further increase of the capture efficiency (\>95%) should be possible with a smaller flow rate. For the same capture efficiency (95%), the flow rate was increased by a factor of 2.25 when the 6 mm diameter filter was replaced by the 9 mm diameter filter, which corresponds to a decrease of the filtration time from 18 min to 8 min for a 6 ml sample. Similarly, we evaluated the cell density dependency of the capture efficiency ([Fig. 4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) by enumerating cell numbers on the 6 mm diameter filter after immunostaining. As expected, the capture efficiency of our device is almost the same for different cell densities due to the fact that the number of captured cell (10--100) is much less than the number of holes of the filter (10^4^ \~ 10^5^) and there should be no change of the transfilter pressure under given experimental conditions. Thus, the capture efficiency we evaluated with 100 cells/ml spiked in blood should be reasonable for the estimation of CTC capture efficiency of our devices.Figure 4Evaluation of cell capture performance.(a) Capture efficiency as a function of flow rate for 100 HT-29 cells spiked in 1 ml PBS. (b) Capture efficiency of 10, 20, 50, 100 HT-29 cells spiked in 1 ml PBS at a flow rate of 0.2 or 0.5 ml/min, respectively. (c) Cell-type dependency of capture with filter of different hole sizes at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. (d) Cell and nuclei sizes measured with a suspension of cells stained by Hoechest33342. The error bars represent the standard derivation (s.d.) of three measurements.

Cell type and hole size dependencies {#Sec6}
------------------------------------

To assess the reliability of our device for different tumor cell types, the capture efficiency has been evaluated for three cancer cell lines (MCF-7, HT-29 and U87), each spiked in PBS at a 100 cells/ml concentration and injected into the device at a flow rate of 0.2 or 0.5 ml/min. Not surprisingly, remarkable differences of the capture efficiency could be observed due to the size difference of these tumor cells ([Fig. 4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Here, three types of filters of different hole diameters (5.5, 6.5, 8.0 μm) were used, which also allowed us to evaluate the hole size dependency of the capture efficiency. Clearly, the smaller the hole size, the higher the capture efficiency. Using the filters of 5.5 µm diameter holes, a capture efficiency of 98%, 96% and 85% could be achieved for MCF-7, HT-29 and U87, respectively. Increasing the hole size from 5.5 µm to 6.5 µm has negligible effect on the capture of MCF-7 but the filter of 8.0 µm diameter holes resulted in a much decreased capture efficiency, suggesting an optimal size (\~6.5 µm) of conical holes for MCF-7 capture. The filters of 6.5 µm diameter holes could also be accepted for HT-29 capture but filters of 5.5 µm in diameter or smaller is preferable for U87 capture. To understand the observed cell type dependencies of micro-hole capture, the size of each cell type and their nuclei were determined ([Fig. 4d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) by analyzing the bright field images of suspended cells and the fluorescence of the cell nuclei stained with 0.5 µg/ml Hoechst 33342 in a suspension of cells in PBS. As expected, MCF-7 has the largest size of cell body and nuclei, giving rise to the best capture efficiency for the given hole size of the filter (6.5 µm). U87 and HT-29 have comparable cell sizes, but U87 has much smaller nuclei, which led to capture efficiency significantly lower than that of HT-29 using the same filter of 6.5 µm hole diameters. Since the nuclei are much more difficult to deform than the cytoplasm, the entrance diameter of conical holes for filtration should be correlated to the size of corresponding nucleus rather than the size of the cell.

Cell viability assessment {#Sec7}
-------------------------

HT29 cells spiked in PBS were used to evaluate the cell viability after filtration with 6.5 µm conical-hole filters. About 90% of the tumor cells could be captured when conducting the assay using 10^4^ spiked cells at a flow rate of 0.5 ml/min. Calcein AM and EthD-1 were used to stain live and dead cells respectively, indicating that more than 95% of captured HT-29 cells were alive. Cell culture was tested with the same filter after filtration ([Fig. 5a and 5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). After 3 days, live cells localized on the surface of the filter formed cell clusters due to growth ([Fig. 5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). As can be seen, most of the clusters have a cell number less than 6, due probably to the single cell proliferation initially captured on the filter at different places. Considering a doubling time of \~23 h, not all captured cells are capable to expand. Some of cells need time for adaptation or repairing, some others could be lost during culture medium exchange, etc. Among the larger clusters, half have more than 8 cells per cluster, which is due probably to the capture of more than one cell in close proximity to each other.Figure 5Cell culture and viability test.(a) Bright field image of cells on the PEGDA filter after capture and culture for 3 days. (b) Immunostaining fluorescence of HT-29 cells after Calcein AM/EthD-1staining. (c) Statistic data of cell number per cluster at day 4. Scale bar: (a) and (b) 50 μm. The error bars represent the s.d. of three times of counting with a number of randomly selected areas.

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

We put forward the novel design of the filter with high density conical holes to achieve a useful compromise between the capture efficiency, purity and viability of CTCs. In general, the capture efficiency of CTCs increases with the decrease of the hole-size but a too much small hole size leads to poor capture purity because of the accumulation of undesired blood cells on the filter. The optimal hole-size preventing the loss of precious targeting cells should be comparable or smaller than the nuclei size of the CTCs, which can also be smaller or overlap with the size of erythrocytes. However, considering the fact that the shapes of erythrocytes can be extensively changed under the influence of mechanical forces in a flow or in a restraint area of circulation, erythrocytes may easily penetrate into the filter hole under the influence of applied transfilter pressure. The question is how erythrocytes can easily escape from the hole. The red blood cells (RBCs) are non-nucleated cells in form of disks of 6.2 \~ 8.2 µm diameters and 0.8 \~ 2.5 µm thickness. Although abundant, they can pass quickly through microholes of comparable sizes. WBCs have comparable or larger sizes. Once in the holes, their retention depends mainly on: (i) the transfilter pressure which cannot be too high for insuring viability of captured CTCs; (ii) the interaction with hole\'s wall; and, (iii) the shape of the hole. To illustrate the advantage of using conical holes, we consider a model of soft particles squeezed in two types of holes (cylindrical and conical) with the same size at the entrance. In simplified geometries shown in [Figure 6a and 6b](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, one can relate the *built-up pressure* to the surface tension of the particle according to Laplace\'s law, where γ is the surface tension, *R*~1~ and *R*~2~ are respectively the radius of the curvature of the tailing and leading edges of the particle. Thus, *Δp* = 0 for cylindrical holes and *Δp* \> 0 for conical holes because of the difference between the two curvatures. In the case of conical holes and with a surface tension^[@CR47]^ of \~3.0 × 10^−5^ N/m and a radius of curvature of tailing and leading edge *R*~1~ = 3.25 µm and *R*~2~ = *2R*~1~, respectively, *Δp* \~ 9.2 Pa. Although this built-up pressure is rather small, it may efficiently stimulate WBCs to escape the conical holes, suggesting a better clearance of the conical-hole filter than that of the cylindrical ones. For comparison, our model was tested by performing capture of tumor cells under the same experimental conditions but using the two types of filtration holes. HT-29 cells were spiked into blood samples and then loaded into the devices at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min. After capture and immunostaining, we deduced a capture efficiency of 96% (98%) and a WBC clearance efficiency of 96% (69%) with a conical (cylindrical) hole filter ([Fig. 6c](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, the capture efficiencies of both filters were pretty high but much more WBCs were found on the filter of cylindrical holes showing a decreased capture purity ([Supplementary Fig. S5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The retention of WBCs and other blood cells may have other side effects such aggregation due to the release of clogging factors from the deformed or lysed cells, making the cylindrical-hole clearance more difficult and thus increasing the transfilter pressure which is undesirable for a constant-flow filtration.Figure 6Model and comparison of cylindrical- and conical-hole filters.(a, b) Schematic of cell retention in a cylindrical and conical hole: Cells squeezed in two filter types can have different built up pressure due to the difference in surface tension of their leading and tailing edges. (c) Cancer capture efficiency and WBC clearance efficiency with tumor cells spiked in donor blood at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min. The error bars represent the S.D. of three measurements.

The cell viability is one of the most critical issues in current research of CTC capture since living cells can be expanded and used for downstream phenotypic and genotypic analyses. In principle, a low transfilter pressure should be applied during filtration to avoid the stress induced cellular damage. In our experiments, the transfilter pressure was controlled by the flow rate with a syringe pump. Consider a non-Newtonian fluid through a cylindrical hole at a constant flow rate, the *transfilter pressure* can be calculated by^[@CR33]^where *a* is the hole radius and *L* is the thickness of the hole, η is the viscosity and *Q* the flow rate of the liquid. For given *a, η* and *Q*, *ΔP* increases with *L*. In the case of conical holes, the calculation is more complex. In the limit of very large aperture angles, the thickness of the hole can be considered as infinitely small so that a minimal transfilter pressure is obtained. For the filter composed by an array of holes, the transfilter pressure should be inversely proportional to the number of holes. In our case, the number of holes in a 6 (9) mm diameter filter is 3.6 × 10^4^ (8.2 × 10^4^), which is huge comparing to the number of CTCs that can be captured. With a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min and a blood sample of viscosity of 3\~4 × 10^−2^ *Pa. s*, we obtained a transfilter pressure of 213 \~ 284 (95 \~ 126) Pa for a 30 µm thick cylindrical-hole filter of 6 (9) mm diameter. In the case of conical holes with very large angles, the thickness of the filter can be considered to be very small (L \~ 0). Accordingly, Eq. (2) leads to a transfilter pressure of 24 \~ 32 (10 \~ 14) Pa, which means that the transfilter pressure of conical holes is one order of magnitude lower than that of 30 µm thick cylindrical-holes. Such a decrease of transfilter pressure can lead to a significant increase of the cell viability^[@CR46],[@CR47],[@CR48],[@CR49]^, proving again the advantage of conical-hole filters. Moreover, such a small transfilter pressure will remain the same during filtration if the clearance of the filter is efficient. Note also that the small transfilter pressure resulting from the flow rate we applied should be significantly smaller than the stiffness of the most of tumor cells, which guarantees high cell viability during and after filtration. As expected, the most of captured tumor cells were immobilized in the hole area but on the surface of the filter due to the small size of the hole and the low transfilter pressure ([Supplementary Fig. S6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Finally, numeric simulation has been performed to compare the flow dynamics with the two types of filters using simplified geometry and boundary conditions ([Supplementary Fig. S7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The results show that for the same transfilter pressure the flow rate across the conical holes is significantly larger than that across the cylindrical ones. In other words, under conditions of constant flow rate, the transfilter pressure of the conical holes should be significantly smaller than that of cylindrical ones, in agreement with the above analyses. These results also clearly show a flow focusing effect, suggesting the necessity of introducing a cross-flow component to flush gently away the cells accidently deposed on the surface of dead areas at equidistance of neighboring holes to avoid clogging of blood cells even in the absence of RBCs lysis. In our devices, this has been achieved by designing a number of radial channels connected between the inlet channel and the upper chamber ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Effectively, this unique design allowed us to gain in WBC clearance efficiency. Nevertheless, this cross flow component should also be small enough to avoid additional flow stress. For a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min and a filter of 6.5 µm holes and 9 µm diameter, the maximum value of induced shear stress is \~8 Pa for a cell size of 15 µm diameter, which is reasonably small to avoid cell damage but sufficient to flush away the non-adherent cells. Note also that once a tumor cell is captured by a hole the flow can bypass this cell, reducing further the pressure and/or shear stress induced cell damage.

In conclusion, we developed a microfluidic device with a conical-shaped microhole array and a micro-injector with cross-flow components. This device was first validated by filtration of tumor cells spiked in blood and then used for detection of CTCs in blood samples of cancer patients. Furthermore, three tumor cell lines were tested with microhole arrays of different hole-sizes, showing a clear cell-type dependency of the capture efficiency and suggesting a (cell) nuclei size dependent design of microholes. By using tumor cells spiked in both blood of donors and PBS solution, we estimated a capture efficiency of \~95%. By using blood samples of both healthy donors and cancer patient, we estimated a WBC clearance efficiency of \~96%, which is significantly higher than that with a filter of cylindrical holes. Finally, tumor cells after filtration could be cultured on the same filter for several days, showing a cell viability of \~95%, which is generally required for more clear assessments of the captured CTCs. Together with the simplicity of the method and the possibility to integrate other microfluidic functions into the same device, more systematic studies are warranted to elucidate the underlying cellular and molecular mechanism of CTCs.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Fabrication of conical-hole microfilters {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

PEGDA filters were fabricated by UV assisted molding with a PDMS mold ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). First, a chromium mask was fabricated by UV photolithography to define microhole arrays of 5.5, 6.5, 8.0 µm diameters with 30 µm pitch sizes, using a pattern generator (μPG 101, Heidelberg Instr.). Then, the mask was spin coated with a 30 µm thick resist (AZ40XT, MicroChem) and backside exposed to a UV light at incident angle of 20°at a low rotation speed. After development, conical microholes were obtained, showing a half conical angle of \~13°. Afterward, a mixture of PDMS pre-polymer and cross-linker (GE RTV 615) at ratio of 10:1 was poured on the patterned resist layer. After curing at 80°C for 2 h, the PDMS layer was peeled off, resulting in a negative-tone replica (conical pillars) of the microhole array. Then, the patterned PDMS layer was placed on a glass slide and degased in a desiccator for 15 min. Finally, the cavity between PDMS layer and glass slide was filled with a photosensitive mixture of PEGDA and 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone at ratio of 1 v/v%., followed by a UV exposure. Similarly, 100 µm thick PEGDA rings of 13 mm out diameter and 6 or 9 mm inner diameter were prepared. They were then bonded to the filters (small diameter hole side) to enhance their mechanic stability.

Microfluidic device integration {#Sec11}
-------------------------------

Two-layer PDMS devices were fabricated by conventional soft-lithography. The bottom PDMS layer ([Supplementary Fig. S2a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) of the device was obtained with a mold of 100 µm thick photoresist layer (SU8 3050, MicroChem). The upper PDMS layer ([Supplementary Fig. S2b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) was prepared with a mold of PMMA produced by a computer numerical control (CNC) machining tool (Mini-Mill GX, Minitech Machinery Co.). Here one inlet and one outlet were designed in both layers to facilitate the post-filtration experiments. After separation of the upper PDMS layer, holes of inlet and outlet were punched. After separation of the bottom layer, a through hole of 9 mm diameter was punched. Then, the surfaces of both layers were treated with plasma for a few second before embedding the PEGDA filter. Finally, holes of the inlet and outlet of the bottom layer were punched and the whole assembly was thermally bonded to a glass slide.

CTC isolation {#Sec12}
-------------

Three cell lines (MCF-7, HT-29 and U87) were prepared in 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin with their respective media, McCoy\'s 5A Modified Medium and Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) at 37°Cwith 5% CO~2~ supplementation for 3--4 days. Prior to filtration tests, cells grown to confluence were detached by Trypsin and diluted into PBS or PBS diluted healthy human blood (V~PBS~:V~blood~ = 1:1) to the desired density. Human blood was collected from healthy donors in collection tube with EDTA to prevent coagulation and used within 24 h. A metallic needle was mounted on the bottom of an Eppendorf tube and then inserted in the inlet of the upper layer of the device to facility injection. Before sample introduction, the device was rinsed with PBS. Then, the sample was introduced from the Eppendorf tube by negative pressure generated with a syringe pump connected the outlet of the bottom layer. By varying the speed of the syringe pump, the flow rate of the sample across the filter could be controlled. After filtration of blood samples, the device was rinsed with 300 µl PBS once from inlet 1 to outlet 2 and once from inlet 2 to outlet 2 for more clear observation.

Immunostaining and microscopic imaging {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------

The captured cells were fixed and treated inside the device. 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) diluted in PBS at 10 μl/min for 15 min was injected from inlet 1 to outlet 2, followed by PBS rinsing at 50 μl/min for 6 min. Similarly, 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS was injected into the device at 10 μl/min for 10 min for permeabilization and 300 μl 1% BSA in PBS was introduced at 10 μl/min for 30 min to block out non-specific bindings. Afterwards, cells were stained with dye solutions (passing from inlet 1 to outlet 1). First, 600 μl immunostaining solution, containing 5 μg/ml Anti-Pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3) Alexa Fluor 488- (1:100 diluted in PBS; eBioscience SAS) and Anti-Human CD45 PE (1:20 diluted in PBS, eBioscience SAS, France), was injected at 10 μl/min for 1 h to stain tumor cells and WBCs, respectively. Then, the nucleus were stained by 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI,100 nM, Life Technologies) at 10 μl/min for 10 min. Finally, the device was rinsed by 300 µl PBS for 6 min and fluorescence images were obtained with an inverted optical microscope (Zeiss, Axiovert 200) equipped with a digital CCD camera (Evolution QEI).

Cell culture after capture {#Sec14}
--------------------------

A filter of 6.5 µm hole-diameter treated with Maxgel ECM mixture (1:25 diluted in complete McCoy\'s 5A medium, Sigma-Aldrich) at 37°C for 1 h was used for culture test. After filtration of HT-29 cells spiked in PBS at a flow rate of 0.2 ml/min, the upper PDMS layer could be peeled off and the filter was took out gently and placed into a petri dish. 70 μl culture medium was dropped on the filter in the center of the ring and then incubated for 1 h for cell attachment. Then, 1.5 ml medium was added gently around the ring for culture at 37°C in a 5% CO~2~ incubator.

Cell viability assay {#Sec15}
--------------------

Cell viability was studied by live/dead assay. Briefly, 2 μM of Calcein AM and 2 μM EthD-1 were added on the filter after filtration for live and dead cell staining, respectively. After 30 min incubation at 37°C and 5% CO~2~, cells were analyzed with a fluorescence microscope, as described above. Cell viability was calculated by live cells number divided by total cells number.

Scanning electron microscopy observation {#Sec16}
----------------------------------------

Samples were fixed in PBS containing 4% formaldehyde for 30 minutes. Then, they were rinsed twice with PBS buffer and immersed in 30% ethanol (in DI) for 30 minutes. Afterward, the samples were dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol with concentrations of 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%, respectively, each for 10 min and dried with a nitrogen gas flow. Before observation, a 2 nm thick gold layer was deposited on the samples by sputtering. The observation was performed with a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S-800) operated at 10 kV.
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